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Abstract. A data space is a genefq _,..I mathematical model for data types with a dynamic 
component (proceduren). It consists of a set of objects (states), a set of functions for describing the 
information aspects c,f these objects, together with a control, i.e. a function mapping objects into 
objects. A set of properties is given which specify the formal relationship among the constituent 
components of a dza space. The results of this paper especially concern the dependency between 
information structuring and control structuring. The mathematical analysis of this relationship is 
enhanced by focussing on the structure of so-called dependency sets, i.e. sets of objects which 
reflect the underlying control structure. The paper develops techniques for constructing mean- 
ingful dependency sets. 
The structure of a computer program is largely characterized by the data 
structures and control structures it employs. In recent years, a considerable bo 
knowledge has been eveloped both about control structures (theory of program -. 
schemata) and about data structures (theory of data types). The principal question 
we address in this pa r is how to define the formal relationship between control 
besides bringing greater precision to the 
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&‘a posteriori motto” &cause both the data space model and most of the results of 
[4 and of the present Ipaper had already been obtained before the author became 
acquainted with the enristing theories about hardware structure.) 
A data space conskts of a set X of objects, the “states”, a set ;F of functions 
which might be viewed as “access paths ” to the information recorded in the states, 
or simply as “variables’“, and finally a “control” p which is a (partial) function, 
mapping states int6 states. Our approach starts in Section 1 with the development 
of a number of properties which, we think, are natural requirements for the data 
spaces under consideration. Roughly speaking, the first two properties impose a 
Cartesian product structure on the state space X, and the third property ensures 
that p’s domain is large enough for our purposes: it enjoys some kind of “restricted 
product” structure, The fourth property is the crucial one for this paper: for every 
state there exists a minimal “‘data set”, i.e. a certain minimal amount of information 
necessary to determine the next move of p. 
Whereas most of the results in [2] about data spaces with “indirect adressing” 
(e.g. the data space of a hashing routine) are based on the existence of unique 
minimal data sets, the present note deals with the more general case of nonunique 
minima1 data sets. Since uniqueness is obtained for most hardware spaces but 
typically not for software spaces, the treatment of nonunique minimal data sets 
seems to provide an appropriate interface between computer theory and program- 
ming theory. Our main tool for this study (Sections 2 and 3) is the concept of a 
“dependency set”. This is a set of states which can reflect the underlying control 
structure in a very natural way: if x and y are elements of a given dependency set, 
and x’ and y” are their successor states under 0, respectively, then x’ and y”agree 
Ion all variables that have been changed under p. The main results of this note 
(Theorems 2.5 and 3.11) deal with general techniques for finding the relevant 
dependency sets of a given data space. 
ave introduced a formal notion of a data space, intended as a 
el for those data types whose specifications encompass dynamic 
components (procedures) as well as descriptive components (predicates and 
er, we start with the basic model of [l] and extend it 
s useful to our discussion about the dependencies 
ts of a data space. 
9Fg p), where 
nctiork from states to states. 
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Every descriptor f E 9 is a total function, mapping X into the value set of some 
data type. The ranges of different descriptors may hai*: difierG;;i;! types. 
We wish to interpret p as a “procedure” operating on +H;e “state space” X which 
is “spanned” by the “variables” in 9. The following two properties formally 
express what it means for X to be spanned by 9, 
y 1.1 (Orthogonality). The set of descriptors 9 with common domain X is 
al for X, i.e., for every function 7 : 9+ X, there exists z E X such that for 
al+l f’ F 9 we have f(z) = f(qCf)). 
Preaperty 1.2 (Completeness). The set of descriptors 9 with common domain X is 
coqdete for X, i.e., for all states x, y, if f(x) = f(y) for all f E 9, then x = y. 
‘Chese two properties impose a Cartesian product struct1~re on the state space X. 
e descriptors are the projections of the state space onto its coordinates; 9 may 
thus be viewed as a set of variables which do not share information with one 
another. 
Earlier, p has been specified as a partial state transition function: 
p:X_>dc:n(p)-+X. 
The way in which p, starting at a given state x, may reach a halting state, can 
formally be described in terms of the “closure” p* of p: 
I 
X9 if x $Z dam(p), 
P”(X) = 
p *(p(x)), if x E dam@). 
Note that p* is a partial function on X since p need not halt for every x. 
The definition of p *, of course, gives only the framework for an understanding of 
what has been termed the operation of p on the state space X. The important 
question is: how dees p “use” the “coordinate system” 9, i.e., the information 
structure of 9, to “navigate” through the state space? 
For our approach to this problem, it will be useful to endow dam(p) with a 
similar structure as has been imposed on X. 
such that 
(Weak orthogonality). he set of descriptors 9 is weakly orthogonal 
for every x, y E do ) and every f E 9, there exists z E doml@) 
&) = b’(y)9 or all g E 9 - {f}. 
. Let Y be a set of states an escriptors for 
is orthogonal for Y then %? is also weakly orthogonal for owever, the converse 
is not true: Let Y be the set of ail sequences of rational numbers which are zero 
afmosa everywhere, and let hi (y) = yj, where yi is the i th element of the sequence y. 
Then%={hi: i = 1,2,...} is weakly orthogonal for Y, but not orthogonal for Y. 
Weak orthogonality for dam(p) expresses ahat ia must be possible in any state 
y E dam(p) to change any one variable to any value assumeo in some ather state’ 
# E dam(p) such that the resulting state is still in domqir). It is even possible to 
change any finite number cf variables in this way: 
5 If % is weakly orthogonal for Y then, for every x, y E Y and every 
r&set SV’ of %‘, there exists z E Y such that f (2) = f(x) for all f E X’, and 
(z)= g(y) for all g E SF- St? 
The fourth property, to be developed next, is the crucial one for the goal of this 
paper, because it deals with the relationship between the descriptive component 9 
and the dynamic component p of a data spacec Sin which way does p “use” the 
information st_ructure 5 to determine the next state at a given step? Intuitively, it 
seems to be clear that the purpose of the inforniation structure in the first place is to 
enable F to proceed in small steps. At the hardware level, this strategy is dictated 
by sheer technological constraints, ;:tt the software level by reliability considera- 
tions. Hence we would expect p, at any given state in its domain, to Jook up and 
change the va!rres of comparatively few variables. 
For x E dam(p), any subset of 9 on which the action of p depends, is called a 
data set of x.’ Such a set has the property tP lat if y E dam(p) agrees with x on all 
functions ijrn the set, i.e., f(x) = f(y) for aJl f in the st’.t, then for any function g E 9 
that changes value under g we obtain g@(x)) = g@(y)). 
The folIowing notation has been introduced in [5]. 
Let Y C <torn@) and f E 9. We say that f is unevaluated (constant- 
valued) in Y’if f@(x$= f(x) (f@(x)) = f@(y)) for all x, y E Y. 
ossible i’or a function to be both unevaluated and constant-valued 
or G 9 and x, y E X, we write 
(y) for all f E urehcrmore, [x, ] denotes the set {y E 
Observe that 
the states, and 
We are now 
. 
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this kind of “agreement” nn a set K is an equivalence relation on 
thus every [x, K] is an equivalence class of states. 
ready to make the notion of a data set precise. 
For y E dam(p), a subset K of 9 is said to be a data set of x, 
denoted by K(x), if every f E 9 is unevaluated or constant-valued in [x, K] n 
domhjl). 
If K1 is a data set of x and KZ 2 K, then KZ is also a data set cpf x. 
For the proof observe that if f is unevaluated (constant-va!ued) in Y and 2 c Y, 
thy f is unevaluated (constant-valued) in 2. 
Grollary 1.10. For every x E dam(p), 9 ii 1~ data set of x. 
The proof is immediate from tha 4 completeness of 9 for X (Property 1.2). _ 
9 being a trivial data set for each x E dom(p), we are now interested in the 
smallest a&mount of information necessary to determine p(x). Hence we shall focus 
O~I those data sets which are minimal elements in the class of all data sets of a given 
state x. Properties I.1 co I.3 are not sufficient to guarantee the existence of a 
lncrinimal data set for every x E dom(p j. Hence we need the following additional 
requirement: 
erty Lli (Minimalitv). Every state x E dam(p) has a minimal data set. 
Even when the control structure p of a data space is very simple we cannot infer 
from Property 1 .ll that every state on which 
Beast, d:ata set: 
xample 1.12. Consider the data space 9 = 
lot plays the role 01 a “program counter”, a 
p is defined has a unique minimal, i.e. 
(X, 9, p) with 9 = {lot, a, b, c}, where 
and b are Boolean variables, and e is 
an integer variable. We let p be defined as follows (ao, b. and co are arbitrary values 
in the ranges of a, b and c, respectively): 
lot(x) a(x) b 
.I-_ 
ne Iearly, 
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If (a = 1 01 6 = 1) then c: = c + I else c: = c - 1. 
(For further examples, we shall adopt this higher-level formulation instead of the 
transition r:able.) 
The minimal data sets for x E dam(p) are: 
{roe, a, ~},{loc, b, c} if only lot(x) = 1, a(x) = b(x) = 1, , 
(lot, cc, c} if only lot(x) = 1, u(x) = 1, b(x) = 0, 
{lot, i$ i } if only lot(x) = 1, a(x)=O, b(x)= 1, 
{lot, Q, b, cl if only lot(x) = 2. 
Nate that lot occurs in every data set. Since this will be so for every example of 
this paper, we shall henceforth drop the program counter from the specification of 
the data sets, to simplify the notation. 
The use of a control structure 
if ( . ..or... ) then . ..else... 
is not the 
example is 
only way to obtain 
muit iplicat ion : 
nonunique minimal data sets. An even 
If p interprets an algorithm containing 
simpler 
c:=a*b 
where a, b, c are integer-valued variables, then every state x E don&Q with 
a(~) = B(X) = 0 has nonunique minimal data sets. Several other natural examples 
will be given in the following sections. 
The fact that the minimal amount of information, necessary to obtain the next 
move. is not always uniquely determined has also been recognized in [4, 51. Both 
approaches, however are based on the existence of unique minimal “data sets”. 
Thus, it has been suggested in [5] to provide uniqueness in a constructiue way: in 
the “unique data set” of a given state x would then be the union 
5 data sets of X. Although this approach has led to interestlng results 
are structure, it would appear somewhat unsatisfactory from a 
programming point of view: For exarr.pl c, when p in a given state x has to evaluate 
the expression 
erent fro ose we 
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all other parts of the states being equal. 
The approach of [5,6] secures uniqueness in an axiowcatic way: every state of an 
“address compuer” has a least data set. 
For the purpose of the present paper, we wish to refrain from imposing the 
kqueness of all minimal data sets as an additional property. The occurrence of 
nonunique data sets is a very natural phenomenon, particularly in higher-level data 
ppaces, and it seems worthwhile to investigate what insights can be obtained 
vithout a “uniqueness axiom”. 
The example of nonunique minimal data sets given in Section 1 arose from a 
transition function interpreting an sr-instruction. Although there are other exam- 
ples, for instance the and-instruction and multiplication, it must in fact be true in 
general that if a state x has two minimal data sets K1 and K2 then we can regard the 
transition function p as interpreting a statement of the form 
s a ctrtain value” or ‘X2 has a certain value” then . . . . 
But then we must also so regard a state y which agrees with x on K1 but not on 
K2. In particular, if x causes an assignment o be made to some f E P9 i.e. 
f@(x))# f(x ‘pI then we should regard y as causing that assignment, oo. 
Example 2.1. Suppose the transition function p interprets the statement 
Cl:= @ or c3, 
where a, b, c are Boolean variables. The minimal data sets are: 
Xi a0 0 0 {b9 c)
XZ a0 1 0 U4 
X3 a0 0 1 1 1 11 ieb) 14 
are m;iy be 0 or 1. 
retation of the statement has the same %Ew 
ate space into the sets (x1} a 
This considteration leads to the cy set”. ie., a set 0 
st @ e co e point of view 0 
currrent step of the control p. 
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X2. A set of states Y C dome) is called a dependency set if every f E 2F 
is unevaluated or constant-valued in Y. 
Obviously, if is a data set of x then [x, f7 dam(p) is a dependency set. 
Hence every singleton set {x}, x E dam@), is ependency set. The depe 
sets of interest to us are bounded below by the sets [x, K] f~ domb), where 
minimal data set of X. 
Observe that, in the example above., there exists a state y such that the 
dependency set in question, viz. (x~,x~,x~}, is 
{z cz dam@): z k y 11 K for some data set K of y}, 
viz. y = x4. 
This construction will not be quite strong enough in general as will be seen: there 
are relevant dependency sets which cannot be obtained from a single “significant” 
state y by linking a’ll states that agree with y on some data set of y, However, the 
fact that this method always yields a dependency set will be useful, and so we will 
prove that now. 
The proof will employ a general result about the variables that are subject to 
change in the current transition. The set of these variables is called the “result set” 
and forms the counterpart o the notion of a data set: 
.3,, A function f E 9 is in the result se? R(x) of the state x E dam(p) if 
there exists a data set K(x) and a state y E [x, K(x)] n dam(p) such that 
f@(Y N # %(Y *I* 
y the mo’tivation given before the example above, this definition would be an 
embarrassment, if it were possible that for some y, z E dam(p) we have 
I(X) and 2=x/l 
and yet have f (p(y )> # f (p(z)) for some f E 
(x) and y E [x, ] fI dam(p) for some 
f be as in the statement of the theoren , and suppose that 
is not constant-valued in [x, 1, and therefore j must 
zzz. 
9 
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such that 
(x) there exists a data set ’ of x and a state 2 E [x, 
whence we infer that f must be constant-valued in [x, ‘117 dam(p). Therefore, 
x) # f(z), which implies 
y Property 1.3, weak orthogonaht y, there exists some state w E dam@) such 
tl. &It 
w = x II S- - if), fW=f(Y)* 
A fortiori, 
Since f is unevaluated in [x, K], we obtain 
fw91= f(W)? 
and since f is constant-valued in [x, K’], 
j@(h )) = f(pW 
Therefore, 
contradicting our ini:lal assumption. Hence the statement 0” the theorem is 
true. Cl 
As a consequence, we can now prove the desired dependency set result: 
FOV each state x E dom(p ), the set 
S(X) = fy E dam(p): y = x 11 K for some data set K- of x} 
is a dependency set. 
is neither meva 
y E S(x) such t 
ere exists a function f E 9 
ence there is so 
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fWYN = f(PW: f(PW) = f(PW9 
a contradiction to the second inequality. e thearem must hold. 0 
s the example above has s wn, the set S(x) may reflect the given control 
structure p in a meaningful way. owever, this need not always be so: If the state X, 
our “anchor state” is not suitably chosen, then we might not obtain the desired 
dependency set. In the example, both x2 and x3 lead to dependency sets S(x,) and 
S(x3) which are too small. 
In this example it happens that we may select any state x as a starting point and 
obtain the desired dependency set by the following method: 
For x E dam(p), let U(X) be the smallest set U such that 
(2) if y E U and M is a data set of y then every z f [y, K] n dam(p) is in U. 
‘QJnfortunately, this construction 
shown by the following example: 
3. Let a, 6 be Boolean 
ing statement: 
will not always give us a dependency set, as is 
variables, and suppose p interprets the follow- 
ifb=l then a:=O. 
or our purpose 
are given ;I-, the 
we may assume 
following table: 
that dam(p) has just four states whose data sets 
xl, x2, x3, x4> for an ). But the whole set is not a 
nor cons~ant~va~~e 
onveys another i 
a set for states 
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with a(x) = 0 allows us to conclude that the control structure 
executed as 
if6f#D :$len 
if b = 1 then a:=O. 
123 
might as weii be 
f “b = 1” would stand for a lengthy expression which is “expensive” to evaluate 
the-~ we might expect an optimizing compikr to do the given statement in the 
m odified way. 
It is not difficult to elaborate more substantial examples of this kind of 
dependency between the control structure and information structure: For instance, 
the data space of d demand-paging system contains a Boolean variable “original” 
which indicates whether a page, selected to get overwritten, contains new informa- 
tion and should thus be transferred to the backing store. Now instead of doing 
if “page P is to be overwritten” then “copy P to the drum”? 
it pays to do an additional test 
if or&%? “ i.e., drum copy # core copy of P” then 
if “P is to be overwritten” then “copy P to the drum”. 
Formally, these kinds of control transformations can be based on an analysis of the 
minimal data sets. 
From Example 2.7 INe conclude that the one-step linkage through a data set, i.e. 
the construction of S(X), is too restrictive fcr our purposes, and that the transitive 
linkage through .arbitrary data sets must be excluded on the ground that it is too 
Cberal. In the folliowing section we shall demonstrate that there is a natural way to 
strengthen the transitive linkage so that it always yields a dependency set. 
xamplile 2.7 h.as also shown that two states may agree on a 
rent result s&s: 
xt=xi &1, ‘(  
but 
If x and y haue unique minimal data sss D(x) and D(y), 
respectively, then y = x lid implies that R(x) = R(y). 
If we take the conceptual point of vitw that a data set contains information which 
determines the next action of the control p, and that the action consists of assigning 
valtues to the functions in the result set (even where the new value might be the 
same as the old), then the “true” data sets are those data sets K(x) for which every 
state in [x, K(x)j Cl dam(p) has the result set R(x). This motivates the following 
definition: 
n&n 3.2. A sfroptg data set of a state x F dam(p) is a data set K of x such that 
] (1 dam(p) implies that R(y) = R(x). 
3.3. It follows t5at 9 is a strong data set for every x E dam(p), and that, 
when all minim~al d,ata sets are unique; every least data set is strong. 
inimal strong data sets are not necessarily minimal data sets. This can be seen 
in the following example. 
. Let a, b be Boolean variables, and consider the statement 
if a = I then a:= 0 else b:= 1. 
For each of the four relevant states, the minimal data sets K(x), the result sets 
(x), and the minimal strong data sets J(X) are shown in the following table: 
Et is so.mewhat counterintuitive that the states x2 shiould have the 
t change &at state at all. owever, the statement 
when a is not 1, which explains why b is in 
at the statement could 
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which from a certain point of view can be considered a simpler version of the given 
control structure. 
The fact that typically the minimal data sets can be made “strong”’ only if WI: add 
information to them, makes it worthwhile to investigate whether the transitive 
age of states through strong data sets always yields a dependency set: 
itio . F’or x E domb), kt V[;c) ?X thy smallest set V such that 
lj xEV, 
(2) if y E V and J is a strong data set of y then c- erv z E [y, J] n dam(p) is in V. 
For instance, consider Example 2.7. For all x there is just one minim6 s:rong 
jlata set, viz. J(X) = (6). The construction ow gives us the dependency sets {x1, x2}, 
and {x3, x4}, which is perfectly consonant with our intuition: the control structure is 
Dased on the test upon b. 
In the following. we wish to prove that the construction always produces 
de:,endency sets. To this end, we need one auxiiiary concept. 
D&nition 3.7. A set of states { yo, y I9 l . I , yn} c dam(p) is said to be a strong chain 
of length y1 if there exist strong data sets J(yJ,J(yl), l . . , J&-1) swfi that 
yi = yi-1 liJ(yi-1) for 1 s i c IZ. 
Every stwng chain is a dependency set. 
roof. The proof will be by induction on the length of the strong chain. Clearly. 
ei.ery strong chain of ength 1, {yo,yl}, is a dependency set. 
Induction hypotlJesis: Every strong chain of length at most n is a dependency set. 
NOW co;;sider a strong chain of length n + 1: 
{yo, y1, l l - 9 Yfv Yn+ll* 
Suppose this chain is not a dependency set. Then there exists a function f E 9 and 
some index i, 0 < i 6 n, such that 
0 i f(P(Yd9# f(Yn+A 
( ) ii f CP(Yn+ 1j> # fCP(Yi I)* 
Suppose i > 0. y the induction hypothesis, 
is a dependency set. ce, 9, f nl 6: constar+=-va i is set: 
a contradiction to (ii,. herefore, i = 0. 
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By the induction hypothesis, 
is a dependency set. 
Suppose f is constant-vahred in t 
Since y L( - yn 11 J(yn), we obtain from (ij that 
ht%lce f@(Yn+i>)= f(P(YQ))= f(P(Yi)), a contradiction to (ii). Thererore, f is 
unevaluated but not constant-valued in (ya, yI,. . . , y,}. 
hus, there exists some index j, 1 s j s ~1, such that 
f@fYi)) # f(P(Yj-I)), 
hence, by the fact that ,v? = yj-1 IlJ(yj-1)* and by Theorem 2.4, 
f E WYi-1). 
n the other kand, by (i), f E R(Y,,+~), and since y,+~ = yn IIJ(ypl) where J(yd is a 
f E R(y,,). Finally, since R (y,) = R(yj-I), we arrive at a 
Let Y = {y+ y,, . . . , yn) and 2 = {zo, zl,. . . , z,} be strong chains, 
2 - 8. If there exists a state x E dam(p) such that yO = x //J(x) and z. = 
or some strong data sets J(x) and J’(x), then the join of Y and Z 
rough x) is defined to be the set {y”, . . . , ylt yC),x,to, zl,. . . , z,,}. 
The join of two strong chains is a detmdmcy set. a 
Let be as in the definition above. Suppose the join of and Z 
ependency set. 
E 9 and some states U, v belonging to the join such that 
(x} and z E 
ithout loss o 
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whence u# x. Thsrefore, u = ei for some indeA i, 8 G i s m. Since f is not 
constant-valued in Z u (x}, eit 
f(pbW f(PW) 
or there exists some ,:, 1 G i s m, such that 
f(P(zj-l)) # f(P(zi))* 
n bc)th cases we would get contradiction to Theorem 2.4, because Z U (x) is a 
strong c:t:ain (whence R (x) = (Zi), 0 s i s m) and therefore f E I?&) = I?(+). 
So t”le statement of the lemma must be true. Cl 
P’JW we can prove that the transitive linkage through strong data sets always 
yielils a dependency set: 
1. For each state x f dom@), V(x) is a dependency set. 
Suppose the th rem is false. Again there exist states u, v E V(x) such that, 
for some f E S7 f (p(v f(v) and f(p(v))# f(p(u)). Let Y and Z be the shortest 
strr!ng chains from x to u and from x to u, respectively, excluding x. By Lemma 3.8, 
we may assume that IC @ Y and II tif 2. Now Y f7 Z# 0, because otherwise the join 
of .X and Y througn x would be a dependency set, by Lemma 3.10. 
But then there exist strong chains Y’C Y with v E Y’ and Z’c; Z with u E Z’ 
such that Y’n Z’ = p), and some state w E Y n Z such that, by Lemma 3.10, the 
join of Y’ and Z’ through w is a dependency set. Thus we arrive at a contradiction 
to the assumption that f is rieither unevaluated nor constant-valued in V(X). IX/ 
The principal theme of this paper has beet1 that there is a close relationship 
between the information structure and the control structure of a data space, and 
<at his relationship is reflected in the structure of the state space. States which 
behave in a similar way under the given control can be grouped into “depe 
sfi?ts ‘Ox and these sets prove to be particularly useful for the form 
data spaces whose state e nonunique mini 
inimal data sets are alo 
to determine the nexl mo 
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